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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue aims to provide contributions that allow
a larger comprehension of how digital technologies and
sustainability can support business and society in the
current phase of re-start. This suggests the need for new
analytical and conceptual frameworks grounded in cross-
disciplinary theoretical perspectives and resulting from the
integration of consolidated and emerging theories and
approaches in the fields of business management, IT
management, and sustainability. Topics welcome in this
Special Issue include (but are not limited to):

Digital technologies for a sustainable restart;
Digital transformation and sustainability a er the
lockdown;
Impact of digital transformation in SMEs and big
corporations;
Sustainable business models in the digital
landscape;
New organizational models and smart working;
Digital transformation enabling sustainable open
innovation;
Digital technologies for sustainable human
resource management;
Digital technologies for knowledge management;
Digital technologies and circular economy business
models;
Digital transformation and environmental
sustainability;
Digital and sustainable knowledge society.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Marc A. Rosen
Faculty of Engineering and
Applied Science, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Oshawa, ON L1G 0C5, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable
development. Sustainability publishes original research
articles, review articles and communications. I am
confident you will find the journal contributes to
enhancing understanding of sustainability and fostering
initiatives and applications of sustainability-based
measures and activities.
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